
MEI Schedule -Long run and Short run

MEI is the unique rate of discount which can be equate the present value of the annuities
expected from the given investment to the cost of financing that project .
MEC determines the optimum stock in an economy at each level of interest rate .
The MEC determines the net investment of the economy at each interest rate .
Net investment is the addition to the existing capital stock where by actual capital stock
increased .
Investment will continue till the optimum capital stock is reached in the economy.  Rate of net
investment will be determined by the equality of the MEI with the interest rate .
In other words one factor that influence the rate of net investment spending is the growth in the
capital stock .
Growth in the capital stock from the actual to the desired level , influences the rate of net
investment 
This is shown as a downward movement along the MEC curve.

This(growth in the capital stock)
factor become important only in the long run because then the growth in the capital stock is
large enough relative to the pre existing stock of capital which causes a downward movement of
the MEC.
 For this reason it is necessary to distinguish between the MEI schedule in the long run and in the
short run  
Assuming the replacement investment to be given (difference between actual and profit
maximising stock is more than zero) the increase in the stock of capital and in the rate of net
investment  relating to fall in the interest rate in each period relate to the long run which is
depicted by the MC curve
 If replacement investment increases with the increase in the capital stock then MEI curves
relating to each level of the rate of interest are the short run. suppose a one time drop in 'r' and



no shift in the MEC schedule  
Over the course of the first few of an endless series of time period the stock of capital would
grow towards the  new profit maximizing stock as a result of  each period's net investment
expenditure.
The net investment expenditure of each period were sizeable relative to the capital stock at the
beginning of each period means that resulting change in the capital stock in each period would
push down the MEI schedule to the next period until that schedule eventually reached the level at
which net investment expenditures become zero .
The MEI¹,MEI²,MEI³ are short run curves as the rate of interest falls in each period ,the capital
stock gradually increased from OK¹to OK² and finally to OK³
This is because the rate of replacement investment increase from DE to FG and to HJ. The
points E,GandJ where the net investment is zero  at each level of interest rate.
And these points are joined to form the long run MEI Curve.
The rate of net investment per time period will depend upon the the elasticity of theMEI curve
which in turn will depend upon the elasticity of the supply curve of capital goods .
In the long run net investment expenditure do move the economy along the MEC.
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